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Abstract. Eigenvalue perturbation theory is applied to justify using complex-valued linear
scalar test equations to characterize the stability of implicit-explicit general linear methods (IMEX
GLMs) solving autonomous linear ordinary differential equations (ODEs) when the implicitly treated
term is sufficiently stiff relative to the explicitly treated term. The stiff and non-stiff matrices are not
assumed to be simultaneously diagonalizable or triangularizable and neither matrix is assumed to be
symmetric or negative definite. The stability of IMEX GLMs solving complex-valued scalar linear
ODEs displaying parabolic and hyperbolic stiffness is analyzed and related to the higher dimensional
theory. The utility of the theoretical results is highlighted with a stability analysis of a family
of IMEX Runge-Kutta methods solving IVPs of a linear 2D shallow-water model and a linear 1D
advection-diffusion model.
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1. Introduction. Stability analysis is a critical step in the derivation of effi-
cient and accurate methods for the time-integration of initial value problems (IVPs)
of ordinary and partial differential equations (ODEs and PDEs respectively). For stiff
IVPs the time-step of explicit methods is often limited more by stability rather than
by accuracy, while the use of implicit methods with less restrictive stability properties
requires solving algebraic equations. Implicit-explicit (IMEX) methods are a com-
promise between pure explicit and pure implicit methods that can avoid some of the
stability restrictions of pure explicit methods and at the same time simplify or reduce
the dimension of the algebraic equations arising from implicitly treated terms. The
stability analysis of IMEX methods is challenging since the stability regions of the
implicit and explicit part of the method can couple in complex and counter-intuitive
ways and a method can have different stability properties for different IMEX split-
tings. The focus of this paper is on further developing the linear stability theory for
IMEX general linear methods (GLMs) and in particular providing justification for the
use of complex-valued scalar linear test equations to characterize their stability.
Our contribution is to develop a theory for the stability of IMEX GLMs solving
IVPs of autonomous linear ODEs of the form x˙ = Ax where the only hypothesis
placed on the IMEX splitting of A into nonstiff and stiff components A = N + S is
that S is stiff relative to N . In particular we do not assume that the splitting is such
that N and S are, as in [2] and [1], simultaneously diagonalizable or triangularizable
(SD or ST respectively) or that either of S or N is, as in [12] or [36], symmetric or
negative definite. Our motivation for weakening these standard assumptions made in
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the literature is the spatially discrete linear shallow water model (Equation (32) in
Section 5.2) which can be viewed as a simplification of the horizontal explicit vertically
implicit (HEVI) IMEX splitting used in nonhydrostatic atmosphere models (see e.g.
[39]). The IMEX splitting used in Equation (32) is not ST and the coefficient matrices
are not symmetric (or even skew-symmetric unless g = h0) or negative definite.
Our main result (Theorem 9) uses eigenvalue perturbation theory to show that
the stability of an IMEX GLM solving an IVP of x˙ = Ax with an IMEX splitting
A = N + S where S is sufficiently stiff relative to N can be approximately charac-
terized by complex-valued scalar linear test equations of the form z˙ = λz + µz where
the coefficients λ and µ are eigenvalues of N and S respectively. This is followed
by Proposition 14 which states a necessary condition and a sufficient condition for
stability in terms of the step-size and a term measuring how well test equations char-
acterize stability. Theorem 9, Proposition 14, and the other results of Section 3 do
not assume that N and S are ST or SD or that either of N or S is symmetric or
negative definite. Note that (see e.g. Example 4 in Section 2 below) the stability
of an IMEX GLM is not always correctly characterized by analysis of the stability
regions of its explicit and implicit method in isolation. This motivates the analysis in
Section 4, approximately justified by the results of Section 3, of several joint IMEX
stability regions arising from complex-valued scalar linear test equations with either
hyperbolic or parabolic stiffness. In Section 5 we use the results of Sections 3-4 in
the stability analysis of spatially discrete linear 1D advection-diffusion and linear 2D
shallow water models. We derive a family of IMEX Runge-Kutta (RK) methods and
show that in the advection-diffusion model, which has an ST IMEX splitting, the
IMEX stability regions accurately predict the maximum step-size of several members
of this IMEX RK family. For the linear shallow water model, whose IMEX splitting
is not ST, the maximum stable time-step of two methods of this IMEX RK family is
the opposite of what is predicted from analysis of their stability regions and can be
explained using the perturbation stability theory developed in Section 3.
The analysis and application of IMEX methods, including IMEX RK methods,
IMEX linear multistep methods (LMMs), and IMEX GLMs, for the approximate
solution of IVPs has a long and rich history (see e.g. the 1968 paper [42] where
the Strang splitting is derived). We refer readers to the book by Jackiewicz [25] for
an extensive treatment of the theory and analysis of GLMs. Order conditions for
partitioned RK methods were derived by Hairer in [21] (see also [28] and for a more
recent presentation see [22]). The accuracy of IMEX LMMs was analyzed in Section
2 of [2]. Order conditions for diagonally implicit IMEX GLMs are given in Theorem
2.1 of [5] and order conditions for IMEX GLMs with high stage order are given in
Theorem 2 of [4]. In [3] the stability and contractivity of a family of semi-implicit
RK methods was investigated using the logarithmic norm. The stability of IMEX RK
methods solving linear IVPs whose IMEX splitting is ST was analyzed in Section 3
of [1]. IMEX RK methods with large IMEX stability regions are constructed in [27].
The stability of LMMs solving complex-valued test equations in two variables and
linear IVPs whose IMEX splitting is ST was analyzed in [43], [2], [18], and somewhat
more recently in [29]. In [36], the unconditional stability of IMEX LMMs solving IVPs
of linear ODEs whose IMEX splitting has a matrix that is symmetric and negative
definite was analyzed. Analysis of the stability of IMEX RK methods solving partial
differential equations (PDEs) with relaxation is found in [33], [37], and [34]. The
stability of IMEX GLMs solving complex-valued linear scalar ODEs was investigated
in [26] and [38].
The stability of numerical methods for IVPs of ODEs and PDEs and the closely
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related topic of stiffness are classic subjects in numerical analysis. The earliest work
on these subjects dates at least to the 1952 paper of Curtiss and Hirschfelder [13]
and to the PhD thesis and subsequent seminal works of Dahlquist [14, 15, 16]. Since
then many other stability theories for the solution of IVPs, including monotonically
contracting nonlinear and nonautonomous IVPs, have emerged such as B-stability
[9] or algebraic stability and AN-stability [7]. Equivalences amongst these various
stability theories are investigated in [10]. We refer readers to [11] and the references
therein for an overview of the history of the theory of stiffness. Recently, time-
dependent theories of stiffness and stability have been developed [11, 40, 41] for the
stability analysis of nonlinear and nonautonomous IVPs that are not monotonically
contracting.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we cover some
preliminary notation and definitions. Theorem 9 and Proposition 14 are proved in
Section 3 where the higher dimensional theory is developed. Complex-valued scalar
linear test equations are analyzed in detail in Section 4. In Section 5 we analyze the
stability of spatially discrete linear advection-diffusion and shallow water models to
illustrate our theoretical results and explain the stability properties of a family of
IMEX RK methods solving IVPs of these models. The paper is concluded in Section
6 with some final remarks and acknowledgments.
2. Implicit-explicit general linear methods. For w ∈ N we let ‖ · ‖ denote a
norm on Rw and use the same symbol for the induced matrix norm on Rw×w. Consider
a nonlinear and time-dependent (non-autonomous) ODE of the following form:
(1) x˙ = f(x, t) ≡ n(x, t) + s(x, t),
where f, n, s : Rd × R → Rd for some positive integer d. Assume for the remainder
of this paper that the solution of each IVP of (1) with initial condition x(t0) = x0
exists and is unique for every x0 ∈ Rd and t0 ∈ R. We refer to the additive splitting
f(x, t) = n(x, t) + s(x, t) as an IMEX splitting. An r-stage, k-step additive GLM for
the numerical approximation of the solution of IVPs of (1) using the additive splitting
f = n+ s, initial time t0 ∈ R, initial values X0,1, . . . , X0,k ∈ Rd, and step-size h > 0
is defined by the following equations where m ∈ N, i = 1, . . . , r, and w = 1, . . . , k:
(2)
Gm,i =
∑k
j=1 Ui,jXm,j + h
∑r
j=1 Ci,jn(Gm,j , tm,j) + h
∑r
j=1 Cˆi,js(Gm,j , tˆm,j)
Xm+1,w =
∑k
j=1 Vw,jXm,j + h
∑r
j=1Dw,jn(Gm,j , tm,j) + h
∑r
j=1 Dˆw,js(Gm,j , tˆm,j)
,
where tm := t0 +hm, tm,j := tm+ cj , and tˆm,j := tm+ cˆjh for m ∈ N and j = 1, . . . , r
and the subsets of R given by {Ui,j}r,ki=1,j=1, {Vi,j}k,ki=1,j=1, {Ci,j}r,ri=1,j=1, {Cˆi,j}r,ri=1,j=1,
{Di,j}k,ri=1,j=1, {Dˆi,j}k,ri=1,j=1, {ci}ri=1, and {cˆi}ri=1 are method defining coefficients.
The external stages {Xm,i}ki=1 approximate linear combinations of solutions of IVPs
of (1).
We denote the bilinear Kronecker product for matrices A = (Ai,j)i,j=1 ∈ Rq×q
and B ∈ Rw×w by
A⊗B :=
 A1,1B . . . A1,qB... . . . ...
Aq,1B . . . Aq,qB
 ∈ Rqw×qw.
Define the following matrices in terms of the method defining coefficients: U =
(Ui,j) ∈ Rr×k, V = (Vi,j) ∈ Rk×k, C = (Ci,j), Cˆ = (Cˆi,j) ∈ Rr×r, D = (Di,j), Dˆ =
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(Dˆi,j) ∈ Rk×r, c = (ci) ∈ Rr×1. cˆ = (cˆi) ∈ Rr×1 and let Xm := (XTm,1, . . . , XTm,k)T ∈
Rdk and Gm := (GTm,1, . . . , GTm,r)T ∈ Rdr. This gives the following compact formula-
tion of (2):
(3)
Gm = (U ⊗ Id)Xm + h(C ⊗ Id)nm + h(Cˆ ⊗ Id)sm
Xm+1 = (V ⊗ Id)Xm + h(D ⊗ Id)nm + h(Dˆ ⊗ Id)sm , m ∈ N
where we define nm := (n(Gm,1, tm,1)
T , . . . , n(Gm,r, tm,r)
T )T ∈ Rdr and sm :=
(s(Gm,1, tˆm,1)
T , . . . , s(Gm,r, tˆm,r)
T )T ∈ Rdr. We represent IMEX GLMs following
the style of [6]:
(4)
c cˆ C Cˆ U
D Dˆ V
.
Henceforth we shall always assume that the GLM
c C U
D V
, referred to as the
explicit method of (3) is explicit (C is strictly lower triangular) and that the GLM
cˆ Cˆ Uˆ
Dˆ Vˆ
, referred to as the implicit method, is implicit (Cˆ is not strictly lower tri-
angular) so that the additive GLM defined by (3) is an IMEX GLM. Unless otherwise
noted we always assume that for an IMEX splitting f(x, t) = n(x, t) + s(x, t) that the
term n(x, t) on the left is the explicitly treated term and the term s(x, t) on the right
is the implicitly treated term and reserve the letters N,n for non-stiff terms and S, s
for stiff terms.
We now discuss two important classes of IMEX GLMs. The first class are the r-
stage IMEX RK methods
c cˆ A Aˆ 1r
bT bˆT 1
(we define 1w := (1, . . . , 1)
T ∈ Rw for
any positive integer w) where
c A
bT
is an r-stage explicit RK method and
c Aˆ
bˆT
is an r-stage implicit RK method. The second class of IMEX GLMs are IMEX LMMs
of the following form:
(5) xm+k +
k−1∑
j=0
αixm+i =
k∑
j=0
hβin(xm+i, tm+i) +
k∑
j=0
hβˆis(xm+i, tm+i), m ∈ N
where {βi}ki=0, {βˆ}ki=0, {αi}k−1i=0 ⊂ R and tm+i = mh + ih. We express the k-step
method (5) as an IMEX GLM following the approach used in [8] to represent LMMs
as irreducible GLMs:
(6) c = cˆ = [k], C = [βk], Cˆ = [βˆk], U = [0, . . . 0, 1] ∈ R1×k
D = [β0 − α0βk, . . . , βk−1 − αk−1βk]T , Dˆ = [βˆ0 − α0βˆk, . . . , βˆk−1 − αk−1βˆk]T ∈ Rk×1
V =

0 −α0
1 0 −α1
1
. . .
...
. . . 0
...
1 −αk−1
 ∈ R
k×k
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The following complex-valued scalar linear test equation in two variables has been
used (see e.g. Section 4.4 of [4]) to characterize the stability of IMEX GLMs (3):
(7) z˙ = λz + µz, λ, µ ∈ C.
Test equations of the form (7) have often been used in the context of IMEX RK
methods [1] and IMEX LMMs [2, 18] to define and characterize the stability regions
of these methods. The test equation (7) is meant to serve as caricature of the higher
dimensional linear case when n(x, t) = Nx, s(x, t) = Sx for matrices N,S ∈ Rd×d
where λ and µ are eigenvalues of N and S respectively. This caricature is justified in
the case where N and S are ST (see e.g. the end of Section 1 on page 2 of [18] or
Proposition 5 below).
Applying the method (3) to solve (7) with step-size h > 0 and initial value Z0 ∈ Ck
results in the the following iteration:
Zm+1 = R(hλ, hµ)Zm, m ∈ N
where the stability function R : C2 → Ck×k of (3) is defined by the following formula:
(8) R(w, z) = V + [Dw + Dˆz][Ir − Cw − Cˆz]−1U.
Stability regions for IMEX GLMs are defined analogously to the standard GLM
case by taking into account the fact that the stability function is now a function of
two complex variables as opposed to one. For any matrix A we let eig(A) denote the
set of eigenvalues of A and let |eig(A)| := max{|λ| : λ ∈ eig(A)}.
Definition 1. A matrix A ∈ Rw×w is said to be power bounded if given any
induced matrix norm ‖ · ‖ on Rw there exists M ≥ 0 so that ‖Aj‖ ≤M for all j ∈ N.
Definition 2. The stability region of an IMEX GLM (3) is the following set:
{(w, z) ∈ C2 : R(w, z) is power bounded}.
The region of absolute stability or absolute stability region of an IMEX GLM is the
following set:
{(w, z) ∈ C2 : |eig(R(w, z))| < 1}.
The region of absolute stability is contained in the stability region since a sufficient
condition for power boundedness is that the eigenvalues of a matrix are all strictly
less than one in modulus. On the other hand, if R(w, z) has an eigenvalue greater
than 1 in modulus, then (w, z) cannot be in the stability region.
The basic stability theory for IMEX GLMs is a compromise between the purely
explicit and the purely implicit cases. The restriction R(w, z)|w=0 is the stability
function of the implicit method of (3) and the restriction R(w, z)|z=0 is the stability
function of the explicit method of (3). By taking w with Re(w) < 0 outside of the
stability region of the explicit method so that |R(w, 0)| > 1 it follows no IMEX GLM
can be A-stable in the sense that (w, z) is in the stability region for all (w, z) ∈ C2
such that Re(w),Re(z) ≤ 0.
One approach to investigate the stability region of an IMEX GLM is to relate it
to the stability regions of its implicit and explicit methods. Denote the closed left
half complex plane as C− := {z ∈ C : Re(z) ≤ 0}. The following definition, based on
concepts introduced in [18], take into account the fact that the stability region of (3)
depends on jointly on both the implicit and explicit method of (3).
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Definition 3. A method (3) is implicitly A-stable if (w, z) is in the linear sta-
bility region for all z ∈ C− whenever w ∈ C is in the stability region of the explicit
method of (3). The implicit stability region of (3) is the set of all z ∈ C such that
(w, z) is in the stability region of (3) for all w in the stability region of the explicit
method of (3).
Both the IMEX Euler method and the Crank-Nicolson leap-frog method (Equation
2.5 of [18]) are implicitly A-stable. However, there are serious limitations to using
implicit A-stability and the implicit stability region to understand to stability region
of (3). As illustrated in the following example many methods are not implicitly A-
stable and it can be the case that (w, z) is outside the linear stability region of a
method (3) even if w is in the linear stability region of the explicit method and z is
in the linear stability region of the implicit method.
Example 4. The four-stage, fourth order, L-stable DIMSIM4 method (see page
A1438 of [38]) is not implicitly A-stable since |R(0.1 + 0i, 0)| ≤ 0.850 and |R(0.1 +
0i,−0.4+0i)| ≥ 1.06. The three-stage, third-order, L-stable, DIRK (3,4,3) method (see
Section 2.7 of [1]) is also not implicitly A-stable since |R(2i, 0)| ≤ 0.75, |R(0, 1.1i)| ≤
0.98, and |R(2i, 1.1i)| ≤ 0.59.
Example 4 illustrates a point that must be stressed: we cannot in general draw
conclusions about the stability region of an IMEX GLM by separately considering the
stability regions of its implicit or explicit methods.
3. Justification of scalar test equations. In this section we focus on the
justification of using scalar linear test equations of the form (7) to characterize the
stability of (3) applied to solve a linear autonomous ODE of the following form:
(9) x˙ = Ax, A ∈ Rd×d, x ∈ Rd
with an IMEX splitting A = N+S where N and S are the nonstiff and stiff coefficient
matrices respectively:
(10) x˙ = Nx+ Sx, N, S ∈ Rd×d, x ∈ Rd.
It is often useful (see e.g. Section 1 of [33]) to consider an equation of the form (10)
depending on parameter δ > 0 that controls the stiffness of the stiffly treated term:
(11) x˙ = Nx+ δ−1Sx, δ > 0
The term δ−1S becomes very stiff in the “stiff limit” δ → 0. Applying the IMEX
GLM (3) to solve the linear ODE (10) yields the following linear difference equation:
(12) Xm+1 = R(hN, hS)Xm, m ≥ 0
where the stability matrix R(hN, hS) is defined as follows (recall that ⊗ denotes the
Kronecker product):
(13) R(hN, hS) := V ⊗ Id + [D⊗ hN + Dˆ⊗ hS][Idr −C ⊗ hN − Cˆ ⊗ hS]−1[U ⊗ Id].
Although the symbol R is used to represent the stability matrix (13) and the stability
function (8) of scalar linear test equations it will always be clear from context what
R is representing.
The following proposition shows that if N and S are ST, then the eigenvalues of
R(hN, hS) are the given the union of eigenvalues of stability functions of the method
(3) applied with step-size h > 0 to solve d scalar test equations of the form (7) where
λ ∈ eig(N) and µ ∈ eig(S).
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Proposition 5. Assume that N and S are ST with P ∈ Cd×d such that UN =
P−1NP and US = P−1SP both upper triangular. Then the set of dk eigenvalues of the
stability matrix R(hS, hN) is exactly equal to the union
⋃d
i=1 eig(R(h(UN )i,i, h(US)i,i))
where (UN )i,i and (US)i,i denote the i
th diagonal entries of UN and US respectively
for i = 1, . . . , d.
Proof. The method (3) applied to solve (10) takes the following form where i =
1, . . . , r, m ∈ N, and w = 1, . . . , k:
(14)
{
Gm,i =
∑k
j=1 Ui,jXm,j + h
∑r
j=1 Ci,jNGm,j + h
∑r
j=1 Cˆi,jSGm,j ,
Xm+1,w =
∑k
j=1 Vw,jXm,j + h
∑r
j=1Dw,jNGm,j + h
∑r
j=1Dw,jSGm,j .
Under the change of variables Gm,i = PKm,i, Xm,w = PYm,w the system (14) is
tranformed to the following system:
(15)
{
Km,i =
∑k
j=1 Ui,jYm,j + h
∑r
j=1 Ci,jUNKm,j + h
∑r
j=1 Cˆi,jUSKm,j ,
Ym+1,w =
∑k
j=1 Vw,jYm,j + h
∑r
j=1Dw,jUNKm,j + h
∑r
j=1Dw,jUSKm,j .
If Ym := (Y
T
m,1, . . . , Y
T
m,k)
T , then Ym+1 = (Ik ⊗ P−1)R(hUN , hUS)(Ik ⊗ P )Ym. We
express the variables Km,i and Ym,w using component-wise notation where Km,i =
(K1m,i, . . . ,K
d
m,i)
T and Ym,w = (Y
1
m,w, . . . , Y
d
m,w)
T and for q = 1, . . . , d we let Kq:dm,i :=
(Kqm,i, . . . ,K
d
m,i)
T and Y q:dm,w := (Y
q
m,w, . . . , Y
d
m,w)
T . For q = 1, . . . , d, the fact that
UN and US are upper triangular together with Equation (15) imply that each Y
q:d
m+1,w
depends only on {Y q:dm,w}w=1,...,k. Define a permutation of Ym by the following:
Y˜m := (Y
1
m,1, . . . , Y
1
m,k, Y
2
m,1, . . . , Y
2
m,k, . . . . . . , Y
d
m,1, . . . , Y
d
m,k)
T ≡ (Y˜ Tm,1, . . . , Y˜ Tm,d)T
where Y˜m,q := (Y
q
m,1, . . . , Y
q
m,k)
T ∈ Rk for q = 1, . . . , d. Since the components of Y˜m
are a permutation of the components of Ym, there exists Q ∈ Rdk×dk so that
Y˜m+1 = Q
−1(Ik ⊗ P−1)R(hUN , hUS)(Ik ⊗ P )QY˜m ≡ R˜(hUN , hUS)Y˜m.
For q = 1, . . . , d, the fact that each Y q:dm+1,w depends only on {Y q:dm,j}j=1,...,k implies
that Y˜m+1,q depends only on {Y˜m,q}dw=q. It follows that R˜(hUN , hUS) is a block upper
triangular matrix of the following form:
(16) R˜(hUN , hUS) =
 R˜1,1 . . . R˜1,d. . . ...
R˜d,d
 , R˜i,j ∈ Rk×k, i ≤ j.
Equation (15) and the fact that UN and US are upper triangular imply that for
i = 1, . . . , d each diagonal block R˜i,i is exactly the coefficient function of the method
(3) applied to solve z˙ = (UN )i,iz + (US)i,iz with step-size h > 0. It follows that the
set of eigenvalues R(hN, hS) is the set of eigenvalues of R˜(hUN , hUS) which is given
by the union
⋃d
i=1 eig(R(h(UN )i,i, h(US)i,i)).
If the method (3) is a one-step method (k = 1), and S and N are ST then the
matrix R˜ in Equation (16) is upper triangular and the (Lyapunov) stability of the
zero solution of the linear system Xm+1 = R(hN, hS)Xm is determined (we ignore
transient growth due to non-normality as discussed in [23]) by the moduli of the
stability functions of d complex-valued linear scalar test equations of the form (7)
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where λ ∈ eig(N) and µ ∈ eig(S). However this is not necessarily the case if k > 1
and N and S are ST but not SD. If S and N are SD, then R(hN, hS) is block diagonal
(R˜i,j = 0 if i 6= j) and therefore is power bounded if and only if each stability function
R˜i,i is power bounded for i = 1, . . . , d.
If N and S are normal and commuting, then N and S are SD and the conclusion
of Proposition 5 holds, which for IMEX LMMs was noted in [18]. McCoy’s Theo-
rem (see [32] or Theorem 1.3.4 of [35]) implies that N and S are ST if and only if
p(N,S)(NS − SN) is nilpotent for every noncommutative polynomial p (a noncom-
mutative polynomial p is one for which p(x, y) 6= p(y, x) for some pair of matrices
x, y). Even for splittings A = N +S where N and S arise from the spatial discretiza-
tions of two separate variables of a PDE we cannot guarantee that N and S will be
ST (see Equation (31) below). The following example shows that even if the moduli
of the eigenvalues of R(hλ, hµ) are strictly less than 1 for every pair (hλ, hµ) where
λ ∈ eig(S) and µ ∈ eig(N) this does not imply that the eigenvalues of R(hN, hS) are
bounded by 1 in modulus.
Example 6. Consider the IMEX Euler method xm+1 = xm + hn(xm, tm) +
hs(xm+1, tm+1) applied to solve the following two-dimensional linear ODE:
x˙ = Ax =
[ −4 α
γ −β − 1
]
x =
[ −1 α
0 −1
]
x+
[ −3 0
γ −β
]
x ≡ Nx+ Sx
where α, β > 0. Note that eigenvalues of A have real parts less than zero implying
exponential stability of the origin for this ODE and also note that S and N are not
uniformly triangularizable by McCoy’s Theorem since (NS − SN)2 is not nilpotent.
The eigenvalue of N is −1 and the eigenvalues of S are −3 and −β. This yields two
potential test equations:
z˙ = −1z − 3z, z˙ = −1z − βz.
Applying the IMEX Euler method with step-size h > 0 to solve the test equations
with some initial condition z(0) = z0 ∈ C results in the following linear difference
equations:
zm+1 =
(
1− h
1 + 3h
)
zm, zm+1 =
(
1− h
1 + hβ
)
zm, m ∈ N.
If we apply the IMEX Euler method with step-size h > 0 and some initial condition
0 6= x0 ∈ R2 to solve x˙ = Nx + Sx we obtain the following two-dimensional linear
difference equation:
(17) xm+1 =
[
1−h
1+3h
αh
1+3h
γh(1−h)
(1+3h)(1+βh)
αγh2(1−h)
1+βh
]
xm ≡ A(h;β, γ, α)xm, m ∈ N.
If h = 2, then the coefficients of the test equations satisfy that |1 − h|/|1 + 3h|, |1 −
h|/|1 + hβ| ≤ 1 for all β > 0 and hence they are stable for h = 2.0 and all β > 0.
However, if β = γ = α = 1, then A(2; 1, 1, 1) has an eigenvalue with modulus greater
than 1.
For the remainder of this section fix a maximal step-size h0 > 0 and maximal
δ0 > 0 and assume that the following matrices arising from the internal stage equations
of (3) are always invertible for all h ∈ (0, h0] and δ ∈ (0, δ0):
Idr − C ⊗ hN, Idr − Cˆ ⊗ hS, Idr − C ⊗ hN − Cˆ ⊗ hS
Idr − Cˆ ⊗ hδ−1S, Idr − C ⊗ hN − Cˆ ⊗ hδ−1S
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The following theorem gives two ways of characterizing the stability ofR(hN, hδ−1S)
in the stiff limit δ → 0: in terms of the product of the explicit and implicit stability
matrices R(hN, 0)R(0, hδ−1) and in terms of the implicit stability matrix R(0, hδ−1S).
Theorem 7. The following two conclusions hold:
1. Express R(hN, hS) = R(hN, 0)R(0, hS) + δR. Then δR = δR(hN, hS) is
given by
δR =[V ⊗ Id]− [V ⊗ Id]2 + (D ⊗ hN)[Idr − C ⊗ hN ]−1((U − UV )⊗ Id)
+ ((Dˆ − V Dˆ)⊗ hS)[Idr − Cˆ ⊗ hS]−1(U ⊗ Id) +O(h2)
If V 2 = V and Cˆ ⊗ S 6= 0, then limδ0>δ→0 δR(hN, δ−1hS) = 0 and δR =
O(h2) for all h ∈ (0, h0].
2. Express R(hN, hS) = R(0, hS) + δR. Then δR = δR(hN, hS) is given by
δR(hN, hS) = [(D ⊗ hN)[Idr − C ⊗ hN − Cˆ ⊗ hS]−1
+ (Dˆ ⊗ hS)[Idr − Cˆ ⊗ hS]−1(D ⊗ hN)[Idr − C ⊗ hN − Cˆ ⊗ hS]−1](U ⊗ Id).
If Cˆ ⊗ S 6= 0, then limδ0>δ→0 δR(hN, hδ−1S) = 0 for all h ∈ (0, h0].
Proof. We prove the first conclusion since the proof of the second is very sim-
ilar. Using the definitions of R(hN, 0), R(0, hS), and R(hN, hS) together with the
properties of the Kronecker product discussed in Section 2 we find that:
δR =R(hN, hS)−R(hN, 0)R(0, hS)
=(V ⊗ Id) + (D ⊗ hN + Dˆ ⊗ hS)[Idr − C ⊗ hN − Cˆ ⊗ hS]−1(U ⊗ Id)
−(V ⊗ Id)2 − (V ⊗ Id)(D ⊗ hN)[IdrCˆ ⊗ hS]−1(U ⊗ Id)
−(D ⊗ hN)[Idr − C ⊗ hN ]−1(U ⊗ Id)(V ⊗ Id)
−(D ⊗ hN)[Idr − C ⊗ hN ]−1(U ⊗ Id)(D ⊗ hN)[IdrCˆ ⊗ hS]−1(U ⊗ Id)
The assumption that V = V 2 which implies that (V ⊗ Id) = (V 2 ⊗ Id) = (V ⊗ Id)2
then implies that
δR =h · ((Dˆ − V Dˆ)⊗ S)[[Idr − C ⊗ hN − Cˆ ⊗ hS]−1 − [Idr − Cˆ ⊗ hS]−1](U ⊗ Id)
(18)
+h · (D ⊗N)[[Idr − C ⊗ hN − Cˆ ⊗ hS]−1 − [Idr − C ⊗ hN ]−1]((U − UV )⊗ Id)
Therefore if Cˆ ⊗ S 6= 0, then it follows that δR(hN, hδ−1S) → 0 as δ → ∞ for
all h ∈ (0, h0]. The fact that δR = O(h2) follows from the following relations and
Equation (18):
[Idr − C ⊗ hN − Cˆ ⊗ hN ]−1 − [Idr − Cˆ ⊗ hN ]−1 = O(h),
[Idr − C ⊗ hN − Cˆ ⊗ hN ]−1 − [Idr − Cˆ ⊗ hS]−1 = O(h).
The approach used in Theorem 7 can be refined using eigenvalue perturbation
theory. Let PS , PN ∈ Rd×d be invertible matrices such that US = P−1S SPS and
UN = P
−1
N NPN are both upper triangular. We then then interpret P
−1
S APS as a
perturbed upper triangular matrix:
P−1S APS = UN + US + δN, δN := P
−1
S NPS − UN .
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Under the change of variables Xm = (Ik ⊗ PS)Zm and Gm = (Ir ⊗ PS)Km the
method (3) applied to solve (9) with UN + δN as the nonstiff term and US as the stiff
term is transformed to the following system:
(19)
{
Km = (U ⊗ Id)Zm + [C ⊗ (hUN + hδN)]Km + [Cˆ ⊗ hUS ]Km
Zm+1 = (V ⊗ Id)Zm + [D ⊗ (hUN + hδN)]Km + [Dˆ ⊗ hUS ]Km .
Note that the stability properties of the zero solution of the systems (3) and
(19) are equivalent since stability is preserved by a time-independent linear change
of variables and also note that (19) is equivalent to applying the method (3) to solve
z˙ = (UN + δN)z + USz with step-size h > 0. The following lemma is a consequence
of Equation (13).
Lemma 8. Let h ∈ (0, h0] and δ ∈ (0, δ0). With UN , US, and δN defined as above
we have R(hUN + hδN, hUS) = R(hUN , hUS) + δR where δR = δR(hUN , hUS , hδN)
satisfies the following equation:
(20)
δR =
[
(D ⊗ hδN)[M + δM ]−1 − (D ⊗ hN + Dˆ ⊗ hS)[M + δM ]−1(δM)M−1
]
(U⊗Id)
where M = Idr − C ⊗ hUN − Cˆ ⊗ hUS and δM = −C ⊗ hδN . If (Cˆ ⊗ S) 6= 0, then
δR→ 0 as δ0 > δ → 0 for all h ∈ (0, h0].
We now state and prove the main eigenvalue perturbation result.
Theorem 9. Let {ϕi(h)}dki=1 denote the eigenvalues of R(hN, hδ−1S) which are
identical to the eigenvalues of R(hUN + hδN, hδ
−1US) and assume that Cˆ ⊗ S 6= 0.
Then given ε > 0 there exists δ1 ∈ (0, δ0) so that if δ ∈ (0, δ1), then for i = 1, . . . , dk
there exists an eigenvalue ψi(h) of R(hUN , hδ
−1US) so that |ϕi(h) − ψi(h)| < ε for
all h ∈ [0, h0).
Proof. For each h ∈ [0, h0] and δ ∈ (0, δ0) we form a Schur decomposition
K(h, δ)∗R(hUN , hδ−1US)K(h, δ) = D(h, δ)+T (h, δ) whereD(h, δ) is diagonal, T (h, δ)
is strictly upper triangular, and K(h, δ) is unitary. There exists M > 0 so that
‖T (h, δ)‖ ≤ M for all h ∈ (0, h0] and δ ∈ (0, δ0) where ‖ · ‖2 denotes the Eu-
clidean 2-norm. The Bauer-Fike Theorem for non-diagonalizable matrices (Theorem
7.2.3 of [19]) implies that for each i = 1, . . . , dk, there exists an eigenvalue ψi(h)
of R(hUn, hδ
−1US) so that |ϕi(h) − ψi(h)| ≤ max{θ, θ1/q} where θ is defined as
θ := ‖δR(hN, hδ−1US , hδN)‖2
∑q−1
l=0 ‖T (h, δ)‖l2 and q ∈ {1, . . . , dk}, which may de-
pend on h and δ, is the smallest positive integer such that the strictly upper triangular
and hence nilpotent T (h, δ) satisfies T (h, δ)q = 0. Lemma 8 together with the fact
that ‖T (h, δ)‖2 ≤ M for all h ∈ (0, h0] and δ ∈ (0, δ0) then implies that given ε > 0,
there exists δ1 ∈ (0, δ0] so that max{θ, θ1/q} ≤ maxl=1,...,dkθ1/l < ε for l = 1, . . . , dk
whenever δ ∈ (0, δ1) and h ∈ (0, h0].
We now make two remarks related to Theorem 9 and the theory developed in this
section.
Remark 10. How small δ > 0 must be taken in Theorem 9 to satify a given
eigenvalue perturbation bound ε > 0 depends on the size of h0. This has implications
for practical problems where the step-size will be chosen as large as possible subject to
e.g. constraints on accuracy and δ > 0 will typically be fixed, but small.
Remark 11. Rather than consider Equation (11) in the stiff limit we could con-
sider the equation x˙ = εNx + Sx and take the non-stiff limit ε → 0. One can then
prove a theorem analogous to Theorem 9 where the eigenvalues of R(εhN, hS) are
approximately those of R(εhUN , hUS) for all ε > 0 sufficiently small. This fact is
used in the analysis of the linear shallow water model in Section 5.2.
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Table 1
Tables of values of the measure E for Equation (21) solved by various IMEX GLMs and values
of δ > 0 for β = 1 (left) and β = 100 (right) using h = 1. See Section 4 for references on where to
find definitions of the methods (DIMSIM3b denotes IMEX-DIMSIM3b).
β = 1 β = 100
δ ARS343 DIMSIM3b IMEX-BDF2 ARS343 DIMSIM3b IMEX-BDF2
1 4.48E-2 1.41E-1 1.82E-1 1.58E0 5.62E0 2.85E0
1/10 3.29E-2 4.68E-2 8.91E-2 1.164E0 8.83E-1 1.12E0
1/100 4.93E-3 2.10E-2 2.35E-2 5.55E-2 1.55E-1 2.24E-1
1/1000 5.11E-4 9.35E-3 6.71E-3 9.12E-3 6.21E-2 5.63E-2
The following example shows that if S has an nonzero eigenvalue that is non-stiff
relative to the eigenvalues of N , then the conclusion of Theorem 9 is may not be true.
Example 12. Consider the system xn+1 = A(h;β, γ, α)xn defined as in Equation
(17). Note that the eigenvalues of S are −3 and −β so that when β becomes large, S
has a single stiff eigenvalue −β and a relatively nonstiff eigenvalue −3. If h = 2 and
α = 1 and β = γ, then
lim
β→∞
A(2, β, β, 1) =
[ −1/7 2/7
−1/7 −2
]
=: A∞.
The eigenvalues of A∞ are approximately −1.9778 and −0.1651 and hence A(2, β, β, 1)
has an eigenvalue of modulus greater than 1 for all sufficiently large β. Notice when
h = 2 the coefficients of the scalar test equations limit to (1 − h)/(1 + 3h) → −1/7
and (1−h)/(1+βh)→ 0 as β →∞ and therefore do not approximate the eigenvalues
of A(2, β, β, 1) for β sufficiently large.
We now define a quantity E = E(N,S;h) = E(h) to measure how well test equa-
tions characterize the stability of an IMEX GLM solving the linear ODE (9) with
the IMEX splitting A = N + S. Let λ1, . . . , λd denote the eigenvalues of N and
µ1, . . . , µd denote the eigenvalues of S. We let {ψi(h)}dki=1 =
⋃d
i,j=1 eig(R(hλi, hµj))
and {ϕi(h)}dki=1 denote the eigenvalues of R(hN, hS) and assume that all the eigen-
values are ordered by modulus. We define E(h) := maxi=1,...,dk|ϕi(h) − ψi(h)|. The
following example uses the measure E(N, δ−1S;h) to illustrate how well or poorly test
equations can characterize the stability of an IMEX GLM solving an IVP of an ODE
of the form x˙ = Nx+ δ−1Sx based on how stiff δ−1S is relative to N .
Example 13. Consider the following equation:
(21)
x˙ = QTN
[ −1 β
0 −2
]
QNx+Q
T
S δ
−1
[ −1 −1
0 −2
]
QSx ≡ Nx+ cSx, δ > 0, β ∈ R
where
QN =
[
cos(
√
2/2) − sin(√2/2)
sin(
√
2/2) cos(
√
2/2)
]
QS =
[
cos(
√
3/2) − sin(√3/2)
sin(
√
3/2) cos(
√
3/2)
]
.
Note that N and S are not uniformly triangulariable for any δ > 0 and β ∈ R by
McCoy’s Theorem. In Table 1 we plot values of E(N, δ−1S, h) for h = 1 to measure
how well test equations describe the stability of several IMEX GLMs applied to solve
IVPs of x˙ = Nx+ Sx.
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The following Proposition, whose proof follows from the definitions of E , US , and
UN , shows how to use E to characterize the stability of an IMEX GLM solving a linear
ODE Of the form (10).
Proposition 14. Let E = E(h) be defined as above and define the following two
subsets:
C+ := {(z, w) ∈ C2 : |R(z, w)| ≤ 1 + E}, C− := {(z, w) ∈ C2 : |R(z, w)| ≤ 1− E}.
If h > 0 is such that (h(UN )j,j , h(US)j,j) ∈ C− for j = 1, . . . , d, then the eigenvalues of
R(hN, hS) are all bounded by 1 in modulus. If h > 0 is such that (h(UN )j,j , h(US)j,j) /∈
C+ for at least one j ∈ {1, . . . , d}, then R(hN, hS) has at least one eigenvalue of mod-
ulus strictly greater than 1.
Proposition 14 is used in the analysis of a linear shallow water model in Section
(5.2).
We close this section with the following remark. The conclusions of Theorem
9 and Proposition 14 are bounds on the eigenvalues of the coefficient matrix of an
autonomous linear difference equation. While eigenvalues of this coefficient matrix
are a useful tool for stability analysis, in the case where the coefficient matrix has
eigenvalues of modulus equal to 1, further analysis may be necessary to determine
stability or instability of the zero solution.
4. Stability of scalar test equations. In this section we analyze the stability
of IMEX GLMs solving complex-valued scalar linear test equations whose use (by
Theorem 9) in characterizing the stability of IMEX GLMs solving IVPs of linear
ODEs of the form (10) is justified when S is sufficiently stiff relative to N . In addition
to Equation (7) we consider test equations for hyperbolic-parabolic problems:
(22) z˙ = inz + µz, n ∈ R, µ ∈ C−
and also for hyperbolic-hyperbolic problems:
(23) z˙ = inz + isz, n, s ∈ R.
Test equations of the form (22) are considered in the study of spatial discretiza-
tions of stiff hyperbolic-parabolic PDEs [2, 18] where the eigenvalues of N are pure
imaginary and the eigenvalues of S have non-positive real parts. Test equations of the
form (23) were used in the analysis of IMEX RK methods [30, 31] and IMEX LMMs
[17] solving spatially discretized hyperbolic PDEs such as those arising in models of
geophysical fluid flow. The stability function for an IMEX GLM applied to solve (22)
is:
L(n, z) := V + [Din+ Dˆz][Ir − Cin− Cˆz]−1U, n ∈ R, z ∈ C−
and the stability function for an IMEX GLM method (3) applied to solve (23) is:
M(n, s) := V + [Din+ Dˆis][Ir − Cin− Cˆis]−1U = L(n, is), n, s ∈ R.
We use the functions L(n, z) and M(n, s) to define stability regions of (3) based
on the test equations (22) and (23). The HP-stability region is the following set:
SHP := {(n, z) : n ∈ R, z ∈ C with Re(z) ≤ 0, and L(n, z) is power bounded},
For s0 ≥ 0 the HP(s0)-stability region is the following set:
SHP (s0) = {(n, z) : n ∈ R, z ∈ C with Re(z) ≤ −s0, and L(n, z) is power bounded}.
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The H-stability region is the following set
SH := {(n, s) ∈ R : M(n, s) is power bounded}.
Analogous to Definition 2 we can also define absolute H-, HP-, and HP (s0)-
stability regions based on when the coefficient matrices M(n, s) and L(n, z) have
eigenvalues bounded by 1 in modulus.
The H-stability region is easy to plot and analyze relative to the HP-stability
region since it is two dimensional rather than three dimensional. The following propo-
sition shows how to use vertical lines in the H- and HP(s1)-stability region to map
out subsets of the HP- and HP(s0)-stability regions when 0 ≤ s1 ≤ s0.
Proposition 15. For any n ∈ R and s ≥ 0 define the following set:
l(n, s) := {(n, z) : n ∈ R,Re(z) ≤ −s}.
Assume that L(n, z) is holomorphic for all z ∈ C−. The following three conclusions
hold:
1. l(n, 0) ⊆ SHP if and only if M(n, s) is power bounded for all s ∈ R.
2. L(n, s0 + is) is power bounded for all s ∈ R if and only if l(n, s0) ∈ HP(s0).
3. l(n, s1) ∈ SHP (s1) implies that l(n, s0) ∈ SHP (s1) whenever s1 ≤ s0.
Proof. The maximum principal implies that the equality supz∈C−‖L(n, z)m‖ =
sups∈R‖M(n, s)m‖ holds for all m ∈ N which then implies that l(n, 0) ⊆ SHP if
and only if (n, s) ∈ SH for all s ∈ R which proves the first conclusion. The second
conclusion is similarly a consequence of the maximum principal. The third conclusion
follows from the fact that the fact that S0 ⊆ S1 where Sq := {z : Re(z) ≤ sq} for
q = 0, 1.
Figure 1 highlights the utility of Proposition 15. It shows that e.g. l(n, s0) ∈
SHP (s0) for the ARS443 method whenever n ∈ (0, 1.8) and s0 ≤ −0.1 and similar
results for the IMEX-BDF3 and IMEX-DIMSIM3b methods (see [1] for definitions of
the ARS methods, Tables 3-4 on page 137 of [4] for the IMEX-DIMSIM3B method,
Figure 1 on page A1438 of [38] for the IMEX-DIMSIM4 method, Examples 2.1, 2.2,
and 2.3 of [18] for respectively the CN-LF, IMEX-BDF2, and IMEX-Adams methods,
and Equation 3.11 of [24] for the IMEX-BDF3 method.). In Section 5.1 we use
the HP (s0)-stability region to explain the difference in maximum stable step-size
of several methods from a parametrized family of IMEX RK methods used for the
time-integration of a spatially discrete advection-diffusion model.
Let Iexp denote the intersection of the stability region of the explicit method of
(3) with the imaginary axis and let Rexp = −i · Iexp := {−iλ : λ ∈ Iexp}. We can
now repeat the definitions of implicit I- and A-stability for the test equations (22)
and (23).
Definition 16. We say that (3) is implicitly A-stable for (22) (resp. I-stable for
(23)) if L(n, z) is power bounded for all z ∈ C− whenever n ∈ Rexp (resp. M(n, s) is
power bounded for all s ∈ R whenever n ∈ Rexp).
The following proposition is a consequence of Proposition 15.
Proposition 17. If (3) is implicitly A-stable for (23), then (3) is implicitly A-
stable for (22).
As shown in Section 2, despite the apparent attractiveness of implicit A- and
I-stability, these concepts can exclude IMEX GLMs with otherwise good stability
properties and performance (see Figures 2, 3, and 4 below and the IMEX-KG232a-c
methods defined in Section 5.1).
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Fig. 1. Plot of HP(s0)-stability region for ARS443 with s0 = 0.1 (top left), IMEX-BDF3 with
s0 = 0.5 (top right), IMEX-DIMSIM3b with s0 = 0.1 (bottom).
Unlike implicit A- and I-stability, stiff accuracy is a property that translates from
the implicit to the IMEX setting. The following is a corollary of the second conclusion
of Theorem 7.
Corollary 4.1. If (3) is an IMEX GLM whose implicit method is stiffly accu-
rate, then R(w,−∞) = 0 for every w ∈ C.
The following theorem, which extends the results of the first conclusion of The-
orem 7 to scalar test equations, shows that if the stability function of an IMEX RK
method accurately resolves the exponential ehµ+hλ when applied to solve the scalar
linear test equation (7), then the stability function approximately decouples into a
product of the stability functions of the explicit and implicit method.
Theorem 18. Consider an IMEX RK method with local truncation error of order
p ≥ 1 and λ, µ ∈ C. If h > 0 is such that the stability function R(·, ·) is holomorphic
at (z, w) = (hλ, hµ), then R(hλ, hµ) = R(hλ, 0)R(0, hµ) +O(hp+1).
Proof. LetM be an IMEX RK method with local truncation error of order p ≥ 1
and let λ, µ ∈ C. If h > 0 is such that the stability function R(w, z) of M is analytic
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Fig. 2. H-stability (n vs. s) regions of two IMEX RK methods: ARS343 (left) and ARS443
(right). Shaded regions denote regions of stability while unshaded regions denote regions of instabil-
ity.
at (hλ, hµ), then
(24) R(hλ, hµ) = ehλ+hµ +O(hp+1).
For an IMEX RK method, if R(w, z) is holomorphic at (w0, z0), then it is holomor-
phic at (0, z0) and (w0, 0). It therefore follows that the stability function R(w, z) is
holomorphic at (0, hµ) and (hλ, 0). This implies that the following relations hold:
(25) R(hλ, 0) = ehλ +O(hp+1), R(0, hµ) = ehµ +O(hp+1).
Combining Equations (24) and (25) implies that
R(hλ, hµ) = R(hλ, 0)R(0, hµ) +O(hp+1).
Note that Theorem 18 is not a corollary of Theorem 7 since for dimension d > 1
the Baker-Campbell-Hausdorff formula implies that for matrices N,S ∈ Rd×d we only
have that ehN+hS = ehNehS +O(h2) unless N and S commute. We close this section
by remarking that a result analagous to Theorem 18 holds for the underlying one-step
method of an IMEX GLM with k ≥ 2, although the statement and proof of such a
theorem is beyond the scope of this paper.
5. Applications. In this section we analyze two examples to highlight the theory
developed in Sections 3 and 4. In Section 5.1 we present a linear advection-diffusion
model with a stiff diffusion term. An SD IMEX splitting of the model is defined
by letting the advection term be the explicitly treated term and the diffusion term
be the implicitly treated term. A family of second order IMEX RK methods, the
IMEX-KG232 family, is applied to solve IVPs of this model and their performance
and stability properties can be explained entirely terms of the theory developed in
Section 4 and their stability regions.
In Section 5.2 we present a linear shallow water model with a HEVI IMEX split-
ting that is not ST as a contrast to the SD splitting used in the advection-diffusion
model. The performance and stability of methods of the IMEX-KG232 family solving
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Fig. 3. H-stability regions (n vs. s) of four IMEX LMMs: IMEX-ADAMS (top left), IMEX-
CN-LF (top right), IMEX-BDF2 (bottom left), and IMEX BDF3 (bottom right). Shaded regions
denote regions of stability while unshaded regions denote regions of instability.
IVPs of the linear shallow water model can not be entirely explained in terms of their
stability regions which in fact can give misleading predictions for the maximum stable
step-size. The theory developed in Section 3, Theorem 9 and Proposition 14, are used
to explain the performance and stability of the IMEX-KG232 family applied to solve
IVPs of the linear shallow water model.
The maximum stable step-size hmax used in Sections 5.1 and 5.2 is approximated
as follows. We first compute the maximal value h∗max for which the eigenvalues of the
stability matrix R have all have modulus bounded by 1 + 10−8. The quantity hmax is
then computed from h∗max by decreasing h
∗
max until the set {Rj}Kj=0 does not become
unbounded as K →∞.
5.1. Linear advection-diffusion model. Consider the following scalar advection-
diffusion PDE initial boundary value problem posed on the unit interval [0, 1] with
periodic boundary conditions:
(26)
{
ut = ux + αuxx, x ∈ (0, 1), t > 0, α > 0
u(0, t) = u(1, t), u(x, 0) = u0(x).
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Fig. 4. H-stability regions (n vs. s) of two IMEX GLMs: the IMEX-DIMSIM3B from page
A1438 of [4] (left), and IMEX DIMSIM4 from page 137 of [38](right). Shaded regions denote regions
of stability while unshaded regions denote regions of instability.
The diffusion term αuxx becomes stiff relative to the advective term ux for α >> 1.
For a given positive integer J we take a uniform mesh 0 = x0 < x1 < . . . < xJ−1 = 1,
let uj be the approximate value of u(xj , t) for j = 0, . . . , J−1, and discretize (26) using
centered finite differences ux(xj , t) ≈ 12∆x (uj+1−uj−1) and uxx(xj , t) ≈ 1(∆x)2 (uj+1 +
uj−1−2uj) for j = 0, . . . , J−1 and ∆x := x1−x0. This results in the following ODE
system:
(27) u˙J = NJuJ + SJuJ , uJ = (u0, . . . , uJ)
T
where NJ , SJ ∈ RJ×J are defined as follows:
NJ =
1
2∆x

0 1 0 . . . 0 −1
−1 0 1 0
0
. . .
. . .
. . .
...
...
0 −1 0 1
1 0 . . . 0 −1 0

, SJ =
α
(∆x)2

−2 1 0 . . . 0 1
1 −2 1 0
0
. . .
. . .
. . .
...
...
0 1 −2 1
1 0 . . . 0 1 −2

.
Notice that NJ and SJ are normal and commuting and they are therefore SD. Specif-
ically (see e.g. Section 3 of [2]), applying a discrete Fourier transform diagonalizes
the system (27) to one of the form
(28) v˙j = λjvj + µjvj , j = 0, . . . , J − 1
where
(29) λj =
i
∆x
sin(2pij∆x), µj =
2α
(∆x)2
(cos(2pij∆x)− 1), j = 0, . . . , J − 1.
Since the eigenvalues of NJ are pure imaginary and the eigenvalues of SJ are real and
nonpositive it follows that the stability of an IMEX GLM applied to solve IVPs of
(27) is determined by its HP-stability region. Furthermore, since µj = 0 if and only if
λj = 0 for j = 0, . . . , J − 1, it follows that if there is some positive minimal step-size
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Table 2
Table of the maximum stable step-size, hmax, for the IMEX-KG232a-c methods and the EX-
KG232 method with α = 1000 with various values of J.
Method J = 10 J = 100 J = 1000
EX-KG232 6.17E-6 5.10E-8 5.01E-10
IMEX-KG232a 9.68E-2 8.36E-3 8.29E-4
IMEX-KG232b 5.64E-1 4.87E-2 4.83E-3
IMEX-KG232c 4.67E-1 4.04E-2 4.00E-3
∆t0 > 0 for which a method applied to (27) is stable, then the stability of a method
can characterized by the HP (s0)-stability region, where s0/∆t0 ≤ min{|µj | : µj 6=
0} := µmin.
Now consider the following family of IMEX RK methods:
(30)
0
1/2 1/2
1/2 1/2
1 1
1
0
aˆ1 dˆ1
aˆ2 aˆ2 dˆ2
1 1
1
The coefficients of the implicit method of (30) are chosen as follows. Let dˆ2 > 0 be
arbitrary. Setting aˆ2 = 1/2− dˆ2 and dˆ1 = ( 12 − dˆ2)/(1− dˆ2) results in a second order
accurate method. We refer to this family of methods as IMEX-KG232 family since the
stability polynomial of the explicit method is the second order Kinnmark and Gray
polynomial (see Table 1 of [20]) with optimal stability on the imaginary axis, they are
second order, and there are three explicit stages and two implicit stages. We consider
three L-stable methods from this family: IMEX-KG232a with dˆ1 =
1
2 (2 −
√
2) = dˆ2,
IMEX-KG232b with dˆ1 =
1
2 (2 +
√
2) = dˆ2, and IEMX-KG232c with dˆ2 = 2, dˆ1 = 1.5.
The denote the explicit method of (30) as EX-KG232.
We display (Table 2) the maximum stable step-size, hmax, for the IMEX-KG232a-
c and EX-KG232 methods using α = 1000 and J = 10, 100, 1000. In all tested cases
hmax for IMEX-KG232b is about 1.21 times larger than hmax for IMEX-KG232c and
about 5.83 times larger than hmax for IMEX-232a. This can be explained from the
HP (s0)-stability regions of the IMEX-KG232 methods (Figure 5). In each case of
J = 10, 100, 1000 we have µmin > 3.8E4 (defined in Equation (29)) and we can
choose a minimal step-size of ∆t0 = 8E− 4 since IMEX-KG232a-c are each stable for
j = 10, 100, 1000 and step-size h = 8E−4. Therefore we use s0 = 30 for a comparison
of the HP (s0)-stability regions. Let l(n) := {(in, z) : Re(z) ≤ s0}. Figure 5 shows
that for n ∈ R the stability region of IMEX-KG232a contains vertical lines l(n)
whenever |n| < 0.8 and therefore by the second and third conclusions of Proposition
15 it contains the set {(in, z) : Re(z) ≤ s0, |n| < 0.8}. Similarly the stability region
of IMEX-KG232b contains the set {(in, z) : Re(z) ≤ s0, |n| < 4.8} and the stability
region of IMEX-KG232c contains the set {(in, z) : Re(z) ≤ s0, |n| < 4.0}. Notice that
4.8/0.8 = 6 and 4.8/4 = 1.2 so that the ratio of the hmax attained by IMEX-KG232b
relative to IMEX-KG232a and IMEX-KG232c can be explained by taking the ratios
of the maximum value of n such that l(n) is contained the stability region of the
method.
5.2. Linear shallow water model. In this section we present a linearized
shallow water model with a HEVI IMEX splitting. Scalar test equations of the form
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Fig. 5. H-stability (left column) and HP (s0)-stability (right column) regions of the IMEX-
KG232a (top row), IMEX-KG232b (middle row), and IMEX-KG232c (bottom row) methods with
s0 = 30. Shaded regions denote regions of stability while unshaded regions denote regions of insta-
bility.
(23) where λ is an eigenvalue of the nonstiff matrix and µ is an eigenvalue of the stiff
matrix are approximately (and not exactly!) eigenvalues of the stability matrix of an
IMEX GLM solving an IVP of this model when the vertical resolution is much finer
than the horizontal resolution. The stability regions of IMEX-KG232a-c family do
not make as accurate of a prediction of the maximum stable step-size as in the SD
example in Section 5.1. However, the stability behavior of these methods can still be
characterized using the perturbation theory developed in Section 3.
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Consider the non-rotating shallow water equations linearized around an equilib-
rium (u0, v0, h0)
T = (0, 0, h0)
T posed in a channel of horizontal length K and height
L with periodic horizontal boundary conditions and with u, v and p vanishing at the
vertical boundary:
(31)
ut + gpx = 0
vt + gpy = 0, (x, y) ∈ [0,K]× [O,L], K, L > 0
pt + h0(ux + vx) = 0
u(0, y, t) = u(L, y, t), v(0, y, t) = v(L, y, t), p(0, y, t) = p(L, y, t)
u(x, 0, t) = 0 = u(x,K, t), v(x, 0, t) = 0 = v(x,K, t), p(x, 0, t) = 0 = p(x,K, t).
The constant g > 0 is the gravitational constant and h0 > 0 is some initial
height. Choose uniform meshes 0 = x1 < x2 < . . . < xI = L and 0 = y1 <
y2 < . . . < yJ = K where ∆x ≡ xi+1 − xi and ∆y ≡ yj+1 − yj are constant for
i = 1, . . . , I and j = 1, . . . , J and let ui,j ≈ u(xi, yj), vi,j ≈ v(xi, yj), and pi,j ≈
p(xi, yj). Equation (31) is discretized in space using centered finite differences e.g.
px(xi, yj) ≈ 12∆x (pi+1,j − pi−1,j)) and uy(xi, yj) ≈ 12∆y (ui,j+1 − ui,j−1) defined to be
consistent with the specified boundary conditions. Then we set
u = (u1,1, . . . , u1,J , u2,1, . . . , u2,J , . . . , uI,1, . . . , uI,J)
T ,
v = (v1,1, . . . , v1,J , v2,1, . . . , v2,J , . . . , vI,1, . . . , vI,J)
T ,
p = (p1,1, . . . , p1,J , p2,1, . . . , p2,J , . . . , pI,1, . . . , pI,J)
T .
This leads to the following 3IJ-dimensional linear ODE:
(32)
d
dt
 uv
p
 =
 0 0 gAI,J0 0 gBI,J
h0AI,J h0BI,J 0
 uv
p
 ≡MI,J
 uv
p

where AI,J := D˜J ⊗ II , BI,J := IJ ⊗DI , and D˜J ∈ RJ×J , DI ∈ RI×I are defined by
the following equations:
D˜ := K
2∆x

0 −1 0 . . . 0 1
1 0 −1 0
0
. . .
. . .
. . .
...
...
0 1 0 −1
−1 0 . . . 0 1 0

,D = L
2∆y

0 −1 0
1 0 −1
. . .
. . .
. . .
1 0 −1
0 1 0

We use the following IMEX splitting:
MI,J =
 0 0 gAI,J0 0 0
h0AI,J 0 0
+
 0 0 00 0 gBI,J
0 h0BI,J 0
 ≡ NI,J + SI,J .
To mimic the geometry of more complex atmosphere and ocean models, where the
thinness of the fluid height relative to its horizontal surface area causes the verti-
cal resolution to be much higher than the spatial resolution, we choose K ≥ L.
McCoy’s Theorem implies that NI,J and SI,J do not satisfy the hypotheses of Propo-
sition 5. However, Remark 11 and Theorem 9 together with the fact that NI,J
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and SI,J each have pure imaginary eigenvalues, imply that for fixed height L the
hyperbolic-hyperbolic test equations (23) asymptotically approximate the eigenvalues
of R(hNI,J , hSI,J) as K →∞ (See Figure 6).
In Table 3 we show the maximum stable time-step hmax achieved by the methods
IMEX-KG232a-c applied to solve IVPs of (32) and give the approximate value of E(h)
(defined in Section 3) at h = hmax. As expected based on Table 2 and the analysis
in Section 5.1, hmax for the IMEX-KG232a method is much smaller than hmax of the
IMEX-KG232b-c methods. However, notice that hmax is larger for IMEX-KG232c
than for IMEX-KG232b which is the opposite of what one would expect based on
their stability regions (see Table 2) and the analysis in Section 5.1. Thus, in the
non-ST case, the stability region is not an exact predictor of what method will be
able to take the largest stable time-steps, even if the differential equation is linear.
We now explain this counter-intuitive stability phenomenon using the theory de-
veloped in Section 3. Take S = SI,J and N = NI,J and let PS , PN ∈ C3IJ be
invertible matrcies so that US := P
−1
S SPS and UN := P
−1
N NPN are upper triangular
and note that the eigenvalues of N and S are pure imaginary. Define the following
sets:
ES,N := {(−i(UN )j,j ,−i(US)j,j) : j = 1, . . . , 3IJ, i =
√−1}
hmaxES,N := {(hmaxn, hmaxs) : (n, s) ∈ EN,S}.
The set ES,N represents all the pairs of coefficients of the hyperbolic-hyperbolic scalar
test equations (23) of the ODE (32). Define the following three sets (note that M(n, s)
is a complex scalar for an IMEX RK method):
C− := {(n, s) : |M(n, s)| ≤ 1− E(hmax)}, C+ := {(n, s) : |M(n, s)| ≤ 1 + E(hmax)},
C0 := {(n, s) : |M(n, s)| ≤ 1} = SHP .
Proposition 14 implies that if hmaxES,N is contained in C−, then the eigenalues of
R(hmaxN,hmaxS) are all bounded by 1 in modulus and on the other hand, that if
hmaxEN,S is not contained in C+, then R(hmaxN,hmaxS) must have an eigenvalue of
modulus greater than 1. Theorem 9 and Remark 11 imply if we restrict h so that
h ∈ [0, h0] for some h0 > 0, then as K → 0 we have E(h) → 0 for all h ∈ [0, h0].
However, since we are seeking out the maximal stable time-step hmax, for a given
fixed K > 0 we cannot expect that E(hmax) ≈ 0, although empirically (see Table
3) the values of E(hmax) are typically not very large at h = hmax: Table 3 shows
that E(hmax) < 2 in all experiments and E(hmax) < 0.5 for all experiments with
IMEX-KG232b-c.
Figure 7 displays contour plots of the H-stability function M(n, s) of the IMEX-
KG232a-c methods on the contour lines where |M(n, s)| = 1, 1−E(hmax), 1+E(hmax)
(denoted as ∂C0, ∂C−, and ∂C+ respectively) together with a point plot of the set
hmaxES,N . Notice that in each case the set hmaxES,N is contained in C+ as predicted
by Proposition 14. For IMEX-KG232b-c, the set C− slightly underestimates the size of
hmax and hmaxEN,S is contained in H-stability region for both methods. For IMEX-
KG232a, the set C− substantially underestimates hmax and the method performs
much better than expected. Tables 3 and Figure 6 show that E(hmax) is larger for
IMEX-KG232a than for IMEX-KG232b-c which results in a low estimate of hmax
based on its stability region. Notice that in each case the maximal step-size for the
explicit method EX-KG232 is significantly smaller than any of the tested IMEX-
KG232 methods including IMEX-KG232a.
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Fig. 6. Plots of E(h) vs. K for various IMEX RK, IMEX LMM, and IMEX GLMs, using
L = 1, h = 1, g = 0.981, h0 = 0.1 and I = J = 10.
Table 3
Table of the maximum stable time-step hmax and E(hmax) for the IMEX-KG232a-c methods
and the IMEX-KGexp method applied to solve (32) with I = J = 10, L = 1, and various K.
K=1E0 K=1E2 K=1E4
Method hmax E(hmax) hmax E(hmax) hmax E(hmax)
EX-KG232 5.25E-1 N/A 7.3E-1 N/A 7.3E-1 N/A
IMEX-KG232a 7.61E-1 1.93E0 4.06E1 7.41E-1 4.04E3 8.07E-1
IMEX-KG232b 7.62E-1 3.99E-1 9.75E1 4.59E-1 9.75E3 4.58E-1
IMEX-KG232c 7.62E-1 3.68E-1 1.06E2 4.37E-1 1.06E4 4.39E-1
6. Afterward. The stability of a k-step and r-stage IMEX GLM solving an
autonomous linear ODE of dimension d can often be determined by a family of dk
eigenvalues parametrized by the time-step. We have used perturbation theory to
approximate these eigenvalues in terms of the stability functions of the solution of
complex-valued linear scalar test equations whose coefficients are eigenvalues of the
coefficient matrices of the IMEX splitting. The perturbation boound can be made
arbitrarily small by making the stiff term in the IMEX splitting sufficiently stiff rel-
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Fig. 7. Plot of hmaxEN,S (represented as dots) together with the contour lines ∂C− (labeled
A), ∂C0 (labeled B) and ∂C+ (labeled C). Values of hmax and E(hmax are found in Table 3.
ative to the nonstiff term. The theory we have developed is able to explain why the
maximal time-step achieved by the IMEX-KG232a-c methods solving a linear shallow
water model whose IMEX splitting is not ST is not what would be predicted from the
stability regions of these methods.
There are several avenues for further investigation of the stability of IMEX GLMs
solving IVPs whose IMEX splitting is not ST. The first avenue is getting better
estimates of E(h) and characterizing its dependence on method coefficients. This
would allow the development of methods whose stability regions better predict the
maximum stable time-step for linear IMEX splittings that are not ST. Another avenue
is on developing a nonlinear and time-dependent stability theory that is not restricted
only to autonomous linear IVPs. The third apparent area for additional exploration
is the stability of more general partioned methods.
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